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Experimental.
Changes will be
done without
prior notise

Bzz on jans123.se
Or simply: “Some tech stuff”
This is the first experimental issue of Bzz on jans123.se. I plan to publish whettever
comes to my mind on a very irregularly basis.
Most texts will be in Swedish, but some, like this issue will be translated to something
that I believe looks like some kind of English and some stuff will be in the latter
language only.
Feedback will be appreciated.
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Some words from the publisher:
The purpose with the series of ”Bzz on jans123.se” is to a limited public share some
findings, thoughts and ideas, mostly tech-stuff.
Limited? But this is the Webb???

The picture on the front page: A
water tube at an abandoned
power station in Karpacz,
Poland. Photo by Jan Sjöholm

Yes, but my primary readers are people I know, but anyone who might stumble i are
free to read, but please, be aware that I perhaps might not have time to communicate
in a dialog.
Then what is my background and why this exhibitionism?
Well, I am some sort of technician, but that is not very important. What matters –at
least to me, is all those different subjects that I been working with during the last 40
years. Mostly it have had something to do with electronics and measurements in such
wide areas as applied microbiology, analytical chemistry, acoustics, heavy
construction equipment like excavators, loaders and dumpers, stress measurements
in metal and fatigue analysis and much more. I also have lived in Sweden, France,
Germany and Poland.
In the Bzz series I want to document and share some of my experiences both from
journeys and from my professional career. Perhaps something will inspire to some
new ideas to other amateurs or just simply make the reader smile.
Remember: Whatever education we have and regardless of our professional qualities
we are all amateurs at some state.
“Those who never made a mistake probably never have done anything at all.”
Standard disclaimer, valid in every situation about whatever I publish:
From time to time it might appear technical solutions will appear in my texts. If anyone
tries to practice what I have done or might be thinking of doing and it goes wrong this
standard disclaimer is valid:
1.

It is your own fault

2.

I’m broke anyway.

I can not be held responsible if you don’t have the skills or knowledge to interpret or
practice what I write i a way that is safe for you, your surroundings, your equipment,
your pets or anyone else. I try to keep things safe and simple, but you must use your
common sense and be responsible for whatever you do.

Plan as of January 2009
Some interesting project that I have participated in one way or another and have contributed with some un orthodox
solutions:
•
Screening of sour broth cultures.
•
Temperature regulation at lab scale Methane fermentation.
•
De-nitrification of water using immobilised micro organisms.
•
Ph-measurement and regulation in lab-scale fermentors.
•
Metal reduction in water.
•
Storing fish and meat in various gas atmospheres.
•
DIY force transdusers
Others that might surface here is perhaps is styff that is somewhat known to many but thet few have experiences from
like:
•
Strain gages
•
Fatigue in metal constructions
•
finite element method – from a test engineers point of view
•
To measure deformations in a heat exchanger.
•
Wood-board –a advanced data acquisition system for the engineering workshop with a tight budget,
•
Sound and vibration analysis for pennies
•
Bridge amplifiers.
•
Synchronisation of data when field testing vehicles in terrain
This and much more will probably be found in a “Bzz on jans123.se”. Old technologies are another subject that interests
me.
I will write in Swedish and/or something that hopefully looks like English.
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A small power-plant in the south of
Poland.
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center of the city and the dam is not only build for
practical purposes, but also to please the tourists.
Tourism have a long history down here that goes far
beyond the medieval ages. But, lets stay to the close
history. Some time around year 1900 dams was built in
Karpacz. Not only the one on the picture in this text, but
several. This was however the most central and
probably the most beautiful. The upper drain of the
reservoir is almost always flooded by water to please
the tourists as well as the inhabitants. Earlier a pipe at
the bottom of the stone wall supplied a water turbine
with hydraulic power that then was converted into

The water reservoir

Karpacz, a small city with some 5000 inhabitants
clenches at the northern side of the Karkonosse
mountains that is a part of the rathe massive montains
that one separated Bohemia from Slesia, later the
republic of Czechoslovakia and Germany and now the
Czech republic and Poland. Within the city the
differences in altitude above the sea level exceeds 400
The old tube

The old distribution tower

metres and most of the city can be found at both sides
of a steep mountain road. From the mountain, with an
average altitude of 1300 metres and the peak, mount
Snieska that reaches 1603 metres into the sky a lot of
water from melting snow and ice as well as common
rain searches its way toward the Baltic sea some 500
kilometres north. On its way some of the water follows a
couple of smaller streams passing the city of Karpacz
and some of that water feeds small hydropower
stations. One of the larger have a dam not far from the

electric power. After WWII, the old power station was
replaced with a more modern one some 3…400 meters
downstream at some 100meters lower altitude giving
muck more power without increasing the amount of
water needed. Parts of the old tube remains and are
studied by a pair of tourists in one of the pictures (Is it a
repair they are studying?) As you can see the tube are
metal sheets riveted together. Can you imagine that
someone must have been inside that tube, holing a
sledge hammer or an anvil when the rivets was
hammered to seal the tube? Brr… it probably was the
youngest member of the team. The tube is some 70cm
in diameter.
The newer tube, a modern welded one can be seen
behind the tourists. It follows the stream downwards
whilst the old one deflected its water to the old turbine
house about 30 metres from the stream. Onlly a small
tower remains of the old power station and on the
balcony atop of the tower the wires oncestretched in
various directions.
In a later issue I want to tell more about Karpacz, its
unique micro climate, its several climate zones and its
surroundings. I will also try to ad GPS co-ordinates for
the pictures.
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The Kowary Crane
At the northern end of the now abandoned railway
station of Kowary in the south west of Poland presides
this large, man powered lifting device. Once used to
load and unload the small railroad wagons of the time,
now only a dark silent silhouette. What many would
call a pile of scrap metal is for me a piece of art. Just
look at the castings, a combination of functionality and
beauty. If you think it's simple, please go ahead and
build one your self... Most of you would probably not
even be capable to forge a single link to the chain.
And, how could you ever dream of actually make a
worm gear? Abandoned, yes, but not completely.
Grease at bearings and gears tells that someone still
looks after the old lady (does a crane have a
gender??). It could be by nostalgic reasons. Perhaps it
is still used every now and then to unload or load
trucks? Or, perhaps it's simply good quality of the
grease, though it doesn't look that old to me

Have a look at this swing post to the right. It has a dual
gear. First the worm gear on the axle driven by the lever,
then a cogwheel gear this ensures both high torque and
a good side lock.

The Hook to the left has a set of springs to damp the
snaps that occurs when the swift lock mechanism
stoops the very rigid chain. A chain lifts the hook. A
wire design would probably not suffer from this
problem, but it wouldn't be as beautiful either.
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The pressurized part of the crane arm is a set of conical
steel tubes riveted together. The thicker tubes on the
middle of the arm show that the engineer knew about
Mr. Euler or had similar experiences

The fact that the crane probably not is easily
manoeuvred is indicated of the dual set of levers. Each
side has a set of levers making it possible for two to
four people to work together. The whole device is a
powerful and light weight design. Have it perhaps been
a mobile crane earlier, standing on a rail road wagon?
Please also give all the rivets some attention. They are
so plentiful and perfectly worked.

To the left is my last picture from the crane at Kowary
railroad station, southern Poland, formerly
Schmiedegebirge, Lower Silesia. I don't wear a hat
but I lift my umbrella, this rainy day, to salute the
designer and the craftsmen that accomplished this
beauty
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Probably one of the oldest
and most beautiful
churches of Norway. How
can it be found in Poland?

Jan Sjöholm
Berga 415
241 91 Eslöv
SWEDEN

Questions, questions,
questions. Perhaps I will
answer some of the in a
later issue of Bzz.

TELEFON:
+46 (0)70 6575297

E-MAIL:
jan@jans123.se

You can find me
on the web!

www.jans123.se

www.Jans123.se is a private web-page where I publish a wide
variety of stuff. Some is material from technical discussions,
whilst others are just texts just for fun. Whoever read and use my
texts must use their own common sense. My homepage is not
intended for minors, but some material might be.
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